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Linear and nonlinear stability of periodic orbits in annular billiards
Carl P. Dettmann1, a) and Vitaly Fain1, b)
University of Bristol, School of Mathematics, University Walk,
Bristol BS8 1TW, UK
(Dated: 3 April 2017)
An annular billiard is a dynamical system in which a particle moves freely in a disk except for elastic collisions
with the boundary, and also a circular scatterer in the interior of the disk. We investigate stability properties
of some periodic orbits in annular billiards in which the scatterer is touching or close to the boundary.
We analytically show that there exist linearly stable periodic orbits of arbitrary period for scatterers with
decreasing radii that are located near the boundary of the disk. As the position of the scatterer moves away
from a symmetry line of a periodic orbit, the stability of periodic orbits changes from elliptic to hyperbolic,
corresponding to a saddle-center bifurcation. When the scatterer is tangent to the boundary, the periodic
orbit is parabolic. We prove that slightly changing the reflection angle of the orbit in the tangential situation
leads to the existence of KAM islands. Thus we show that there exists a decreasing to zero sequence of open
intervals of scatterer radii, along which the billiard table is not ergodic.
A billiard is a dynamical system where a point
particle moves with constant velocity inside a do-
main and experiences elastic collisions with the
boundary of the domain. The shape of the bound-
ary determines the dynamics of the billiard. Bil-
liards in a disk on a plane are completely in-
tegrable, while annular billiard tables consisting
of a particle confined between two nonconcentric
disks generically display mixed phase space due
to a family of regular orbits that never touch the
scatterer. Billiard models find applications in a
variety of problems in statistical1, classical and
quantum2 physics. In this paper, we consider an-
nular billiard tables formed of a small circular
scatterer placed in the interior of a unit circle;
this is a popular geometry for microwave billiard
experiments3. Circular boundaries allow us to an-
alytically examine linear and nonlinear stability
of some periodic orbits. Depending on the pa-
rameters of the problem, we find that there exist
linearly stable orbits of arbitrarily large period.
We show the existence of a saddle-center bifur-
cation as the parameters vary, corresponding to
a change of stability from linearly elliptic to sad-
dle type. Placing the scatterer tangentially to the
external circle creates a cusp that is a source of
singularities in the billiard. We use KAM theory
to establish that in the cusp case, the periodic
orbits are nonlinearly stable.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Billiards are dynamical systems modelling the motion
of a classical particle moving with constant speed inside
a)Electronic mail: Carl.Dettmann@bris.ac.uk
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a bounded domain and performing elastic collisions with
the boundary of the domain. They display a whole spec-
trum of dynamical behaviour ranging from completely in-
tegrable to chaotic. The mathematical study of billiards
was initiated by Birkhoff4, and later significantly ex-
tended by Sinai5 and his followers. Billiards arise in mod-
els for various physical phenomena, for example in statis-
tical mechanics models of hard balls due to Boltzmann6.
A billiard in a plane consists of a classical point parti-
cle moving with constant velocity in a bounded domain
Q ⊂ R2, called the billiard table, and obeying the optical
reflection law upon collisions with the boundary of the
billiard table ∂Q. The shape of the boundary determines
the dynamics of the billiard.
It was proved by Birkhoff4 that elliptic billiard tables
are integrable. A long standing Birkhoff’s conjecture, in
fact, states that elliptic billiards are the only types of
completely integrable strictly convex tables. Recently it
was shown by Avila, Kaloshin and De Simoi7 that this
conjecture is true for small perturbations of elliptic bil-
liards with small eccentricity. By using KAM theory,
Lazutkin8 proved that existence of a continuum set of
caustics near the boundary of strictly convex C553 bound-
aries, thus preventing ergodicity. Douady9 refined this re-
sult to C6 boundaries. On the other hand, it was shown
by Sinai5 that concave billiard tables are ergodic and
hyperbolic, while later Bunimovich10, by using the defo-
cusing mechanism, showed that certain piecewise smooth
convex table (i.e. the stadium) are also hyperbolic and
ergodic. It has been also recently conjectured by Buni-
movich and Grigo11,12 that the presence of absolute fo-
cusing components is a requirement for ergodicity.
As noted in Foltin13 the method of defocusing requires
the circular arcs of the boundary to be disjoint, and thus
does not apply to strictly convex billiard tables with inner
scatterers. It was shown by Foltin13 and independently
by Chen14 that the generically, strictly convex C2 tables
with small inner scatterers admit positive topological en-
tropy.
In the class of convex billiards with scatterers, perhaps
2the simplest geometry is that of annular billiard, that is,
a circle billiard with a smaller inner scatterer. There ap-
pears to be a lack of published mathematically rigorous
studies of billiards of this type. Analytical and numerical
methods were used to catalogue some symmetric periodic
orbits up to order 6 in annular billiards in the work by
Gouesbet et al15, while coexistence of KAM islands and
chaotic motions in annular billiards were studied numer-
ically in Saito et al16. Recently, the related work of Cor-
reia and Zhang17 demonstrated the existence of stability
of some periodic orbits in so-called moon billiards, and
ergodicity of certain other tables in that class. Linear sta-
bility and bifurcations of some periodic orbits in oval and
elliptic billiards with an inner scatterer were investigated
by da Costa et al18. Marginally unstable periodic orbits
and relation to quantum chaos has been investigated by
Altmann et al19.
In this work we show that there exist certain linearly
stable periodic orbits of arbitrarily large period in a circle
billiard with a small interior scatterer. Furthermore we
prove that in the case of the scatterer being tangential
to the outer circle, the periodic orbits can be made to be
nonlinearly (KAM) stable.
Take a unit disk D in the plane with boundary ∂D.
The billiard in D is completely integrable20. For every
positive integer n ≥ 3, the billiard trajectory with the an-
gle of reflection θ = pin made with the positively oriented
tangent to ∂D is n-periodic, tracing an n-sided regular
polygon inscribed in D. The billiard trajectory with re-
flection angle θ = kpin where k is an integer, 1 ≤ k ≤ n2 ,
is also n-periodic but traces a n-pointed star polygon in-
scribed in D if (k, n) are coprime. Let us fix n and k. We
obtain the annular billiard table by placing an inner cir-
cular scatterer DR, of small radius R 1 in the interior
of D, centered on the middle of one of the sides of the
polygon. Thus DR is normal to the billiard path. Let
the boundary of DR be ∂DR. Since the circle and the n-
polygon is rotationally symmetric, it makes no difference
on which side of the polygon DR is located. It is possible
to perturb this configuration in two ways. One may vary
R up to some maximum admissible value (to be specified
in Section III) to ensure that DR is in interior of D, and
in the case of star polygonal orbits, to avoid other sides
of the same polygon. Another perturbation would be to
make small displacements δ ≥ 0 of DR along the side of
the polygon away from the centre of the initial position of
DR, as long as DR stays in the interior of D. Therefore,
the maximum value of R depends on n, k and δ, and we
suppress this dependence for clarity of presentation. We
will call the corresponding annular billiard table Q(R).
With the scatterer located as described above, we ob-
tain a (2n + 2)-period orbit, we call it a type (a) orbit
(see Fig. 1.), in the following way. The billiard will un-
dergo n consecutive collisions with ∂D, with the initial
angle of reflection made with ∂D chosen to be θi =
kpi
n
for i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}. Suppose DR is located on the
straight line billiard trajectory segment joining the n-th
and (n+ 1)-th collision points. Then (n+ 1)-th collision
is perpendicularly on ∂DR. After collision with ∂DR the
particle reverses its path, and the (n + 2)-th collision is
again with ∂D. The particle now performs (n− 1) colli-
sions on ∂D again, before colliding with ∂DR perpendic-
ularly, and bouncing back to form a closed orbit of length
(2n+ 2). For the reversed direction of the trajectory we
have θi = pi − kpin for i ∈ {n+ 1, ..., 2n}. Let γa,k denote
the type (a) orbit corresponding to fixed k ≥ 1 for a given
n. We suppress the dependence of the orbit γa,k on the
parameters n, R and δ.
For case k = 1 and δ = 0, one may take a certain max-
imum R such that ∂DR is tangent to ∂D (thus forming
a cusp). It is known that cusps can be a source of singu-
larities in billiards21. At the present time, cusps created
by one focusing and one dispering boundaries have not
received much attention in the literature except in the
recent work18. Prior to that publication, studies were
limited to the situation with two dispersing or one dis-
persing and one flat wall22,21,23. In the cusp case, R
depends on n only and we obtain a one-parameter family
of (2n+ 2)-periodic orbits for a annular cusp billiard.
We have the following theorem concerning the linear
stability of periodic orbits for type (a).
Theorem I.1. For any given n ≥ 3 there exists a billiard
table Q(R) such that the orbit γa,k is linearly stable for
certain choices of R, k < 7 and small δ 6= 0. Specifically,
γa,1 is linearly stable when δ 6= 0 for R as in Propo-
sition III.2. When (k, n) are coprime, γa,k is linearly
stable for δ 6= 0 and n ≥ nk with nk and R as in Propo-
sition III.3. When δ = 0, γa,k is neutrally stable for all
n and k at any admissible R, and also when δ 6= 0 for
R =
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin +4n
2δ2
2n .
The proof of the Theorem I.1 is in Section III of the
paper. Propositions III.2 and III.3 make up Theorem I.1.
We also introduce another type (b) of (2n+2)-periodic
orbits, with n ≥ 3, (also see Fig. 1) by slightly changing
the initial reflection angle of the billiard trajectory away
from pin by some small  > 0 such that θ =
pi
n +  is not
pi-rational. In this case, the orbit in the D (without DR)
is not periodic, and the polygon traced by the billiard
path does not quite close. We position ∂DR tangentially
Rb
θ
R
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Type (a) orbit with θ = kpi
n
with k = 1, n = 4, δ > 0,
and a type (b) orbit with θ = pi
n
+ ; Rb as in eq. (18) below
3to ∂D and perpendicularly to the billiard path as before,
creating a closed (2n+2) orbit. Thus, type (b) orbits may
be created from γa,1 by changing the angle of reflection
pi
n slightly. Since the scatterer is tangent to D, the radius
is of the scatterer is defined by the choice of n and ,
and will be specified in Section IV. Denote the radius
by Rb and the scatterer by DRb for this situation. For
every n ≥ 3, the corresponding billiard table is denoted
Q(Rb)n,. Periodic orbit corresponding to type (b) will
be denoted γb. We suppress the dependence of γb on n.
For the type (b) configuration, we study linear and
nonlinear (KAM) stability of γb. We have the following
theorem.
Theorem I.2. For every fixed n ≥ 3, there exists an
open interval in  such that the γb orbit in the billiard
table Q(Rb)n, is KAM stable, with R depending on .
Therefore each billiard table in the sequence Q(Rb)n, is
not ergodic, with Rb decreasing to zero as n→∞.
The proof of Theorem I.2 is given in Section IV. While
some heuristic and numerical papers on billiards treat
the existence of linearly stable (elliptic) periodic orbits
as a sufficient criterion to deduce the existence of ellip-
tic islands (a set of invariant curves of positive measure
surrounding the elliptic orbit) and hence non-ergodicity
of the billiard, for a rigorous mathematical investigation
of stability of elliptic orbits one needs a more delicate
analysis. Indeed, ‘linear ellipticity’ is a fragile dynamical
property: for example, it is known that in certain two di-
mensional maps, elliptic fixed points are not surrounded
by invariant curves after a small perturbation24. Thus
one needs to consider the effect of higher order terms to
ensure (local) stability of periodic orbits.
To prove Theorem I.2, we apply Birkhoff Normal Form
with Moser’s Twist Theorem25, which is a commonly
used approach to study KAM stability in area-preserving
maps. This technique has been used for establishing
stability of some periodic orbits in certain billiard sys-
tems before. The papers by Kamphorst et al26,27 estab-
lished the stability of 2-periodic orbits in billiards with
strictly convex C5 boundaries, while Donnay28 showed
the existence of elliptic islands in generalised Sinai bil-
liards. Rom-Kedar and Turaev29 proved the existence
of islands for certain near-ergodic Hamiltonian flows lim-
iting to a billiard flow and also for billiards with steep
repelling potentials30. However, explicit computations
with Birkhoff normal form are not feasible for an arbi-
trary billiard boundary, since a priori one needs to know
its details (the form of the billiard map, and the loca-
tion of the periodic orbit). Because we are dealing with
circular boundaries, our task is tractable in this regard.
We show that the Birkhoff coefficient31 of γb periodic
orbits is nonzero, which implies KAM stability, hence
showing non ergodicity of the billiard dynamics.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we re-
view the basic theory of billiards necessary for the study
of linear stability properties of our billiard tables. In
Section III, we study the billiard geometry for type (a)
periodic orbits and analytically prove Theorem I.1. Sec-
tion IV is devoted to the study of type (b) orbits. First
we show their linear stability by the same methods as
in Section III. Then by using KAM theory and Birkhoff
normal form, we prove Theorem I.2. The appendices
provide the derivation of the billiard map required for
computation of the Birkhoff coefficient. The appendices
also include an auxiliary Lemma C.1 used in the proof of
Proposition III.3.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We state some standard facts from the theory of bil-
liards and area-preserving maps. The following informa-
tion may be found in Chernov20 or in Berry32.
Let Q ∈ R2 be a bounded domain, with Cl-smooth,
l ≥ 3, boundary ∂Q. We call Q the billiard table. An
orientation of ∂Q is such that Q is to the left on ∂Q. The
billiard phase space M consists of the boundary ∂Q and
unit velocity vectors ~v pointing inwards of ∂Q. A stan-
dard coordinate system on M is (s, θ) where s is the arc
length parameter on ∂Q and θ ∈ (0, pi) is the angle be-
tween the positively oriented tangent to ∂Q at the point
s and the vector ~v. Then M is the Poincare section for
the billiard flow, and we define billiard map B : M 7→M ,
B(s, θ) = (s1, θ1). The billiard map preserves the mea-
sure sin θdsdθ on M . and it is well known that B is area-
preserving in the coordinates (s, cos θ). Define the signed
curvature of ∂Q by κ = κ(s), such that κ < 0 for convex
boundaries, κ > 0 for concave boundaries, and κ = 0 for
flat boundaries. Let τ denote the flight distance between
two consecutive collision points on the boundary, s and
s1, κ is the curvature at s and κ1 is the curvature at s1.
Then derivative of B at z = (s, θ) is given by
DB(z) = −
(
τκ+sin θ
sin θ1
τ
sin θ1
τκκ1+κ1 sin θ
sin θ1
+ κ τκ1sin θ1 + 1
)
(1)
To study the linear stability of an n-periodic point
Bn(z0) = z0, where z0 = (s0, θ0), we need to examine
the product of n-matrices of the above type
DBn(z0) = DB(zn−1)DB(zn−2)...DB(z0) (2)
The characteristic polynomial of DBn(z0) is of the form
λ2 − λtr(DBn(z0)) + 1, where {λ, λ−1} are eigenvalues
of DBn(z0). The corresponding periodic point is said to
be elliptic and linearly stable if |tr(DBn(z0))| < 2, hy-
perbolic and unstable if |tr(DBn(z0))| > 2 and parabolic
(neutrally stable) if |tr(DBn(z0))| = 2.
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF TYPE (A) ORBITS
In this section we prove Theorem I.1. Consider the
billiard tableQ(R) as defined in the introduction with the
4orbit γa,k. Define δ ≥ 0 to be the parallel displacement of
DR from the midpoint of the billiard trajectory segment
and along it. R and δ have to be chosen such that to
ensure DR stays in the interior of D. Thus we obtain a
(R, δ)- parameter family of (2n + 2) periodic orbits for
fixed n ≥ 3 and k.
The maximum value of R depends on the choice of
δ, k and n. From geometry, for a fixed n ≥ 3, δ > 0
and k = 1 we have the maximum possible R = Rδ such
that DR avoids collision with the other parts of the same
billiard trajectory:
Rδ = 1−
√
δ2 + cos2
pi
n
(3)
For δ = 0, this expression yields R0:
R0 = 1− cos pi
n
(4)
which corresponds to ∂DR0 being tangent to ∂D, thus
forming a cusp.
When k 6= 1, with (k, n) coprime, we have n ≥ 5 and
it is well known20 that the caustics for the orbit with
the angle of reflection θ = kpin in the disk D (with DR
removed) are just inner circles given by the equation
x2 + y2 = cos2
kpi
n
Thus the billiard orbit produces a regular star n-gon
with the inscribed tangent circle given by
x2 + y2 = cos2
kpi
n
It is simple to calculate that the length of the side of
the n-gon is 2 cos kpin tan
pi
n .
For given n ≥ 5, δ ≥ 0 and k > 1 we have the maxi-
mum possible radius R = Rk,δ for star orbits
Rk,δ = sin
2pi
n
(cos
kpi
n
tan
pi
n
− δ), k > 1 (5)
This yields, for δ = 0
Rk,0 = 2 cos
kpi
n
sin2
pi
n
, k > 1 (6)
We note that Rk,δ is such that the other segments of the
billiard orbit do not hit DR.
Define the map BD to be the composition of (n − 1)
iterate of the well-known20 billiard map in a unit disk D:
BD : (s, θ) 7→ (s+ 2(n− 1)θ, θ) (7)
Define Bin to be the billiard map that takes the phase
point (s, θ) with s ∈ ∂D to (s¯, θ¯) where s¯ ∈ ∂DR, and
define Bout to be the map from (s¯, θ¯) to a point (s¯, θ¯) on
∂D again. Thus, we may write the (2n+2)-periodic orbit
as a square of the composition of BD, Bout and Bin:
(Bout ◦Bin ◦BD)2 = B2n+2.
Remark III.1. Note that for linear stability computa-
tions, we do not require explicit formulae for Bin and
Bout since we will be using the formula (1). However the
explicit forms of Bin and Bout will be required for the
study of nonlinear stability, and thus will be provided in
appendix A.
The following Propositions III.2 and III.3 constitute
Theorem I.1.
Proposition III.2. Fix k = 1, and n ≥ 3. For δ = 0
and R ≤ R0, γa,1 is neutrally stable. For δ 6= 0 and
R < Rδ, the stability of γa,1 depends on the size of δ
and R. In particular, for a small given δ > 0, γa,1 is
linearly stable for
sin pin+
√
sin2 pin+4n
2δ2
2n < R ≤ Rδ. There
is a saddle-center bifurcation at R =
sin pin+
√
sin2 pin+4n
2δ2
2n .
Proof. Consider billiard geometry type (a), with k = 1.
Fix n ≥ 3. We have a periodic orbit {z0, ..., z2n+1}, where
zi = (si, θi). For i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1, n + 1, ..., 2n}, we have
si ∈ ∂D, and for i ∈ {n, 2n + 1}, we have si ∈ ∂DR.
The initial condition is z0 = (s0,
pi
n ). We will calculate
and establish the conditions on the trace of the derivative
of the map B2n+2(z0) that ensure linear stability.
Assume that DR is displaced by δ 6= 0 par-
allel to the orbit’s segment in the direction of
zn−1. As is well known,20 the flight distance be-
tween two consecutive impact points zi and zi+1 for
i ∈ {0, 1, ..., (n − 2), (n + 1), ..., (2n − 1)} is τ = 2 sin pin
since the collisions are on DR. The flight distance be-
tween zi and zi+1 for i ∈ {n−1, n} is τR,δ = sin pin−R−δ,
which corresponds to the length of the billiard trajectory
segment between ∂D and ∂DR. Accordingly the flight
distance for the reverse trajectory between zi and zi+1,
i ∈ {2n, 2n + 1} is τ¯R,δ = sin pin − R + δ. The signed
curvature of ∂D is −1, and the curvature of ∂DR is
κ = 1R .
For (n− 1) consecutive bounces along the outer circle,
we have the stability matrix
DBD(z0) =
(
1 −2(n− 1)
0 1
)
(8)
For the n-th bounce from ∂D to ∂DR, the stability
matrix is
5R
R R
R+
R,τ
δ
δ
R(k,0)
FIG. 2. Some periodic orbits γa,k; k = 1, n = 4, δ = 0 (left); k = 1, n = 4, δ 6= 0 (middle); k = 2, n = 5 and Rk,0 as in eqn.
(6) (right)
DBin(zn−1) = −
( −τR,δ + sin pin τR,δ−τR,δκ− 1 + κ sin pin τR,δκ+ 1
)
(9)
The stability matrix of the billiard map back from ∂DR
to ∂D is
DBout(zn) = −
(
τR,δκ+1
sin pin
τR,δ
sin pin−τR,δκ−1
sin pin
+ κ
−τR,δ
sin pin
+ 1
)
(10)
Similar formulae follow for DBD(zn+1), DBin(z2n−1)
and DBout(z2n). Using the expressions (1) and (2), we
need to compute tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
, which turns out to be
tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
= 2− 16nδ
2
(
nR2 −R sin pin − nδ2
)
R2 sin2 pin
(11)
Setting δ = 0 shows parabolic stability of the correspond-
ing orbit for all R ≤ R0. Note when ∂DR is tangent to
∂D, δ = 0 is necessary, since otherwise DR is no longer
in the interior of D. This completes the proof of the first
part of the proposition.
Let us consider the case δ 6= 0. Fix n and small
enough δ > 0. For linear stability, we need to ensure
|tr (DB2n+2(z0)) | < 2. From (11) a necessary condition
for the possibility of linearly stable orbits is
nR2 −R sin pi
n
− nδ2 > 0 (12)
This yields, upon rejecting the unphysical negative value,
R >
sin pin+
√
sin2 pin+4n
2δ2
2n . Thus R is determined from (3)
and (12) by the inequalities
sin pin +
√
sin2 pin + 4n
2δ2
2n
< R ≤ Rδ (13)
Let us also show that (12) is sufficient. Indeed,
for sufficiency, (11) implies we need −2 < 2 −
16nδ2(nR2−R sin pin−nδ2)
R2 sin2 pin
, which upon rearranging yields
R2(sin2 pin − 4n2δ2)
4nδ2
+R sin
pi
n
+ nδ2 > 0 (14)
Denote by f =
sin2 pin−4n2δ2
4nδ2 the coefficient of R
2 in (14).
The formal solutions of (14) are R ∈ (−∞, R−)∪(R+,∞)
if f > 0 and R ∈ (R+, R−) if f < 0, with R > −nδ2sin pin if
f = 0. Here R± = −2δ
2n
sin pin±2δn . In addition, we require that
R satisfies (13). Consider the case f > 0 corresponding
to δ <
sin pin
2n . Then it is clear that R
± < 0. Since in
the billiard context we have R > 0, the physically al-
lowed solutions of (14) correspond to R satisfying (13).
Consider now f < 0, corresponding to δ >
sin pin
2n . Then
R+ < 0 < R−, so physically the possible domain for R
is 0 < R < R−. Tedious computations that we suppress
show that R− > Rδ, hence the admissible values for R
lie in the set defined by (13) indeed. The last case f = 0
that implies δ =
sin pin
2n also leads to (13).
Hence γa,1 is linearly stable. Setting R =
sin pin+
√
sin2 pin+4n
2δ2
2n , we see that tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
= 2,
so at this value of R there is a saddle-center bifurcation,
where the stability of γa,1 changes from hyperbolic to
elliptic. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Now consider star polygonal orbits: this is when k 6= 1
and (k, n) are coprime. We have the following
Proposition III.3. Let n ≥ 5, and k ≤ n2 , (k, n) co-
prime. For δ = 0 and R < Rk,0, γa,k is neutrally stable.
For δ 6= 0, and R < Rk,0, the stability of γa,k depends
on the relative size of k, R and δ. In particular, γa,k is
hyperbolic for k ≥ 7. For k < 7 and small δ 6= 0, γa,k is
linearly stable for n ≥ nk. Specifically, n2 = 5, n3 = 9,
n4 = 13, n5 = 21 and n6 = 53. There is a saddle-center
bifurcation at R =
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin +4n
2δ2
2n .
Proof. We again need to examine tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
, where
we now have z0 = (s0,
kpi
n ), and the values of τ , κ are
modified appropriately to account for k 6= 1 orbit config-
uration. The computations are identical to above, so we
suppress them and proceed to give the result
60.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14
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n = 5
Rmin
Rδ
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FIG. 3. Admissible region for linear stability of γa,1. The
shaded region shows the range of R defined by (13) with
n = 5, 20 for which γa,1 is linearly stable. Here Rmin =
sin pi
n
+
√
sin2 pi
n
+4n2δ2
2n
is the bifurcation value and the stability
of γa,1 is parabolic on this curve. Below Rmin, γa is hyper-
bolic. For n = 5, Rmin = Rδ at δ = 0.11004, and for n = 20,
Rmin = Rδ at δ = 0.00740.
tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
= 2− 16nδ
2
(
nR2 −R sin kpin − nδ2
)
R2 sin2 kpin
(15)
Setting δ = 0 we again see that the corresponding pe-
riodic orbit is parabolic. For δ 6= 0, the same analysis as
in the paragraph after (14) shows that the condition
nR2 −R sin kpi
n
− nδ2 > 0
is necessary and sufficient for existence of lin-
early stable orbits. This yields the inequality
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin +4n
2δ2
2n < R. From (5) we have δ <
cos kpin tan
pi
n . The same arguments as the ones following
(14) imply that for given k and n with 0 < δ ≤ sin kpin2n ,
the allowed radius range is
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin + 4n
2δ2
2n
< R ≤ Rk,δ (16)
while further laborious computations which we omit
for the case
sin kpin
2n < δ < cos
kpi
n tan
pi
n lead to
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin +4n
2δ2
2n < R ≤ R˜ where R˜ is at most Rk,δ
(depending on the relative sizes of n and k). Setting
R =
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin +4n
2δ2
2n , we obtain tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
=
2 and thus there is a saddle-center bifurcation at this
value of R for a given δ.
Let us find the range of k for given n such that (16)
is satisfied. Since we may take δ > 0 arbitrarily small,
let us examine the limit δ → 0 in (16) to facilitate the
computation of admissible range of values of k for a given
n. Setting δ = 0 in (16) yields
sin kpin
n
< R < Rk,0
From which we obtain the inequality
2n sin2
pi
n
> tan
kpi
n
(17)
One needs to choose k and n such that this inequality
is satisfied to obtain stable periodic orbits. Let us first
examine (17) for large n. Expanding (17) in Taylor series
for n → ∞ gives the condition 2pi > k, i.e. k ≤ 6 since
k ∈ Z+.
Let us now determine admissible k values more rig-
orously by examining (17) for any n ≥ 5. Using the
function f in the Lemma C.1 of Appendix C, we put
k = bf(n)c, and we obtain that (17) is only satis-
fied for k ≤ 6 for any n. Numerically we find that:
k = 2, n ≥ 5; k = 3, n ≥ 9; k = 4, n ≥ 13; k = 5, n ≥
21; k = 6, n ≥ 53. Now Rk,0 is a decreasing function of k
while sin kpin is increasing function of k, so if the inequal-
ity nRk∗,0 − sin k∗pin > 0 holds for some k∗, then it holds
for all k ≤ k∗.
Remark III.4. Note that setting δ = 0 makes γa,1
parabolic for all R < R0, and γa,k becomes parabolic
for all R < Rk,0. Geometrically, δ = 0 corresponds to
a completely symmetric orbit. When δ 6= 0, the sym-
metry is lost, and the orbit γa,1 is only parabolic for
R =
sin pin+
√
sin2 pin+4n
2δ2
2n , while γa,k is only parabolic for
R =
sin kpin +
√
sin2 kpin +4n
2δ2
2n ; these values of R are pre-
cisely the saddle-center bifurcation values given in Propo-
sitions III.2 and III.3 respectively.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF TYPE (B) ORBITS
We have established for the Q(R) table cusp case that
γa,1 orbits are parabolic. Now for the cusp geometry, it
is possible to construct a type (b) (2n+2)- periodic orbit
that corresponds to the case when the initial reflection
angle on ∂D is not pi-rational: θ0 6= pin (see Fig. 1). We
denote these orbits γb. Again, we create a closed orbit by
positioning DR in the orbit’s path perpendicularly, such
that the R value for the tangency condition now reads
7Rb = 1 +
cos θ0
cosnθ0
(18)
We note that in this case Rb depends on  and the bil-
liard table is Q(Rb)n,. In the following two subsections,
we will prove linear and nonlinear stability of γb, thus
proving Theorem I.2.
A. Linear stability of γb
First, we investigate linear stability of γb. In the gen-
eral case for θ0 6= pin , the expression for DB2n+2 is com-
plicated and so it is difficult to draw any conclusions for
the stability of the periodic orbit. Instead, let us pick
 > 0 and investigate the limit θ0 =
pi
n +  as → 0.
Proposition IV.1. There exists ∗(n) > 0 such that for
all  < ∗(n), γb orbits are linearly stable for the initial
reflection angle θ0 =
pi
n + .
Proof. We consider the trace of (DBoutDBinDBD(z0))
2
as before, modifying the values of τ , κ, R and θ0 as ap-
propriate. Expanding the trace in Taylor series in  with
the aid of Mathematica, we find
tr
(
DB2n+2(z0)
)
=
2− 16n
(
cos pin − n cot pin + n cos pin cot pin
)
cos pin − 1
+O(2) (19)
Since
(
cos pin − n cot pin + n cos pin cot pin
)
is negative, we
may ensure that γb is elliptic if we take a small enough
positive .
Remark IV.2. The formula (19) implies for
linear stability of γb, one has to take  .
cos pin−1
4n(cos pin−n cot pin+n cos pin cot pin ) , which implies  '
pi2
4n3(pi−2)
for very large n.
B. KAM stability of γb
To show KAM stability of γb, we make use of the fol-
lowing well-known result regarding Birkhoff normal form:
Proposition IV.3.26,27,33 Suppose that the map Bn(s, p) is area-preserving and has an n-periodic point at (0, 0).
Assume Bn is Ck with k ≥ 4. Writing its Taylor expansion up to order 3 in the neighbourhood of (0, 0),
Bn(s, p) =
(
a10s+ a01p+ a20s
2 + a11sp+ ...+ a03p
3
b10s+ b01p+ b20s
2 + b11sp+ ...+ b03p
3
)
+O(|(s, p)|4) (20)
If the point (0, 0) is elliptic with eigenvalues λ = exp(±iµ) satisfying the nonresonant condition λ3, λ4 6= 1, there
is a real-analytic coordinate change that takes the map to its Birkhoff normal form z → λzeiA|z|2 +O(|z|4). The first
Birkhoff coefficient A is
A = =c21 + sinµ
cosµ− 1
(
3|c20|2 + 2 cosµ− 1
2 cosµ+ 1
|c02|2
)
(21)
Where
=c21 = 1
8
a10[−a12 + 3b10a03
a01
− 3a01b30
b10
+ b12]− 1
8
b10[a12 − 3a01a30
b10
− a01b21
b10
+ 3b03]
|c20|2 = 1
16
√−a01
b10
[
b10
a01
a02 + a20 + b11]
2 +
1
16
√−b10
a01
[
a01
b10
b20 + b02 + a11]
2
|c02|2 = 1
16
√−a01
b10
[
b10
a01
a02 + a20 − b11]2 + 1
16
√−b10
a01
[
a01
b10
b20 + b02 − a11]2
If A is non-zero, the the fixed point is nonlinearly stable31.
Let us compute A for γb. The boundaries ∂D and ∂DR are analytic except at the cusp - which corresponds
8to the point tangency of ∂DR to ∂D. However, our pe-
riodic orbits are bounded away from the cusp, so we do
not have to deal with this issue. Observe that the billiard
geometry is symmetrical about the x-axis and γb is also
symmetric with respect to DR. Define z0 = (pi + pi/n +
(1 − n), pi/n + ) to be the fixed point of B2n+2 corre-
sponding to γb. We have Bout ◦Bin ◦BD(z0) = Bn+1(z0)
and B2n+2(z0) = (B
n+1(z0))
2, with the explicit ex-
pressions for Bout, Bin and BD given in the appendix
A.
n
n
R
n-1
n-1
tn-1
n
x
tn
n
θ α
γ ϕ
ϕ
FIG. 4. Sketch of the billiard geometry for derivation of (A3)
and (A4). DR is symmetric on the x-axis.
We have the following
Proposition IV.4. For every fixed n ≥ 3 and suffi-
ciently small  > 0, the point z0 = (pi + pi/n + (1 −
n), pi/n+ ) is KAM stable for B2n+2.
Proof. We see that z0 can be moved to the origin via
linear change of coordinates Z = z − z0. Let us define
the Reflection map R
R(s, θ) = (−s, pi − θ) (22)
It is obvious that R is a diffeomorphism and R2 =
Id. Furthermore, it is a reversing involution for Bn+1(z),
since R ◦B = B ◦ R. Observe that by composing Bout ◦
Bin◦BD(z0) withR(s, θ), we obtain z0. Thus z0 is a fixed
point of the map R◦Bn+1. Hence we have B2n+2 = (R◦
Bn+1)2, and the stability of the fixed point of R ◦Bn+1
corresponds to stability of the fixed point of B2n+2.
Let us check the properties of the linearized map
R ◦ Bn+1. In particular, we are interested in the lin-
ear stability of z0. Let us change coordinates (s, θ) 7→
(s, r) ≡ (s, cos θ). We remark that R in terms of (s, r)
is R(s, r) = (−s,−r), and thus indeed R ◦Bn+1 is area-
preserving. The tangent map is
D(R ◦Bn+1) =
( ∂s
∂s0
∂s
∂r0
∂r
∂s0
∂r
∂r0
)
(23)
The determinant of which is equal to 1. For small enough
, the modulus of the trace of (23) evaluated at z0 is∣∣∣−2− 2( n cos pinsin pin sin2 pin (n(cos pin − 1) + sin pin))+O(2)∣∣∣ <
2 and hence z0 is linearly stable. Let the eigenvalues
of (23) be λ± = exp(±iµ) = u± iv. Then
λ± =
∂s
∂s0
+ ∂r∂r0 ± i
√
4−
(
∂s
∂s0
+ ∂r∂r0
)2
2
Which gives, since µ = arctan vu ,
µ =−
√
2
sin pin
√
n
(
n sin
2pi
n
− (1 + 2 cos pi
n
+ cos
2pi
n
)
)
+O(3/2) (24)
and µ tends to 0 as  tends to 0, thus signifying in the
limit  = 0 we have the parabolic stability corresponding
to γa orbit, as expected.
Using the explicit form of Bin, Bout and BD given in
the appendix A, eqns. (A2), (A3), (A4) and appendix
B for partial derivatives, we are able to find higher terms
in Taylor expansion R ◦Bn+1. By plugging the resulting
expressions in Mathematica and expanding for small  >
0 and fixed n ≥ 3, we find the Birkhoff coefficient A (21),
is, to leading order:
A(n, ) =
5 cosec5
(
pi
2n
)
sec3
(
pi
2n
)
sin5/2
(
pi
n
) (
cos
(
pi
2n
)− n sin ( pi2n))2
192n22
√
n sin
(
2pi
n
)− (1 + 2 cos (pin)+ cos ( 2pin ))
√
sin
(
2pi
n
)
n sin
(
pi
n
)− (1 + cos (pin)) +O(−1) (25)
It is obvious that A(1, ) and A(2, ) is undefined. Nu-
merically we see that A(n, ) 6= 0 for all n ≥ 3. Hence z0
is KAM stable.
Proof of Theorem I.2. The KAM stability of γb immedi-
ately follows from Proposition IV.4. The existence of an
open interval in  for which the table Q(Rb)n, has an el-
liptic island follows from the form of Birkhoff coefficient
(25), as it is clear that by changing  slightly, A(n, )
stays nonzero. It is obvious that with increasing n, Rb
tends to 0.
95 10 50 100 500 1000 n
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0.032
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FIG. 5. A plot of Birkhoff coefficient for γb. A˜ = lim→0 2A
with A as in eq. (26)
Let us examine the coefficient in the limit n → ∞.
Expanding (25) in Taylor series for n→∞ gives
A =
5
242
(
pi − 2
pi2
+
pi − 1
6n2
)
+O
(
1
n42
)
(26)
i.e. a non-vanishing function of n and  that grows un-
boundedly as  tends to 0.
Let us fix  and plot A˜ = lim→0 2A, ignoring terms
of O(−1) as a function of n for 3 ≤ n ≤ 1000) with
logarithmic scale for n (see Fig. 5). For n = 3 we
have A˜ = − 5(−2+
√
3)
54(−1+√3) =' 0.0338912. As n → 1000,
A˜ → 0.024 ' 5(pi−2)24pi2 , as expected from (26). These cal-
culations imply that A is, to leading order, O(−2) and
thus tends to infinity as  decreases and the period n
increases.
Remark IV.5. It is known from Grigo’s thesis11 that for
certain small local perturbations of the scatterer bound-
ary in the normal direction the elliptic periodic orbit will
survive and remain nonlinearly stable.
Remark IV.6. Constraining the radius R = Rb given
by (18) enabled us to make explicit computations with
Birkhoff normal form in terms of n and  only. Setting
R < Rb while n and  are fixed will correspond to a non-
tangential position of DR to D. Similar computations to
the ones in Section IV A show that the corresponding or-
bit will be linearly stable for
sinpin
n . R < Rb. We expect
that Proposition IV.4 will also hold for such R, however
the Birkhoff coefficient will depend on R and as such, rel-
evant computations would be more laborious. Therefore,
we believe that there exists a sequence of non ergodic bil-
liard tables with the scatterers of radius
sinpin
n . R ≤ Rb
for every n.
Remark IV.7. We believe that analogous computations
could be used to verify KAM stability of the γa,k orbits for
δ 6= 0 corresponding to billiard tables where the scatterer
is not tangent to the boundary. However we expect that
the computations would be much more lengthy since δ 6=
0 implies a loss of symmetry for the billiard orbit and
as such the reduced billiard map R ◦ Bn+1 may not be
utilised.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the stability properties of some peri-
odic orbits in a certain case of annular billiard, where the
radius of the scatterer is very small compared to the ex-
ternal boundary. We also have considered a special limit
when the scatterer is just tangent to the outer boundary,
forming a cusp. This situation has thus far received rela-
tively little attention, with no published rigorous results
concerning the billiard dynamics in the regions formed
by such cusps. The advantage of circular boundaries is
that they allow one to obtain explicit formulae for the
billiard map and perform perform direct computations
to study linear and nonlinear stability of periodic orbits.
We have established that given any arbitrary n ≥ 3, the
resulting (2n + 2)-periodic orbit may be made linearly
stable for an appropriate choice of scatterer radius and
small displacement. Further, we have shown that for the
cusp geometry, orbits with pi-rational reflection angles
are neutrally stable. We have found via the application
of KAM theory that for the cusp geometry orbits with
non pi-rational angles can be nonlinearly stable. We have
also found a neutrally stable configuration of γa for a
specific value of R for non-symmetric scatterer position
for a given δ 6= 0, that corresponds to a direct parabolic
bifurcation.
We note that the circular boundaries significantly sim-
plified our investigation, and the straight forward ap-
plication of KAM theory is unlikely to be feasible for
other convex billiards with small tangential scatterers.
Lazutkin’s theorem8 implies non-ergodicity of strictly
convex billiards. One might wonder whether this prop-
erty of a strictly convex billiard other than a circle will
be maintained when a small tangential scatterer is intro-
duced. This general problem seems much more difficult
due to the curvature of the boundary no longer being
constant.
We hope that this work will serve as a motivation for
future investigation into billiards with cusps formed by
a dispersing and a focusing arc. There is a brief numer-
ical investigation in18 into the scaling of the number of
collisions for excursions into such a cusp, but as yet no
published rigorous results.
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Appendix A: Derivation of Bin and Bout
We give some details leading up to the expressions for
Bout, Bin and BD that were used in the computation of
(21). We remark that similar formulae for the annular
billiard map have been derived previously15,16. However
we choose to derive the formulae used in our work since
we are focusing on a very specific type of a billiard table
with the scatterer tangential to the unit disk. The rele-
vant sketch of the billiard geometry is in Fig. 4. We align
DR and D such that their centres fall on the horizontal
axis y = 0, and we position DR such that ∂DR is tangent
to ∂D since we study type (b) orbits. Let us parametrise
∂D by ϕ as
∂D = ∂D(ϕ) = {(cosϕ, sinϕ) : ϕ ∈ (−pi, pi)}
with ∂D traversed anticlockwise. Let us parametrise
∂DR by γ where γ is as in Fig. 4:
∂DR = ∂DR(γ) = {(R cos γ−(1−R), R sin γ) : γ ∈ (0, 2pi)}
Let us measure the arc length parameter on ∂DR clock-
wise, from the point of tangency of ∂DR to ∂D. The arc
length s in terms of γ for ∂DR is thus
s = pi +R(pi − γ) (A1)
Let us define φ = pi/2−θ, where φ ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] is the
angle made between the velocity vector of the particle at
∂DR and the normal n, chosen to be +ve in a clockwise
direction, and θ ∈ [0, pi] is the usual angle of reflection
made with the +ve tangent vector t to ∂DR. Also define
α = ϕ+ pi/2 as in Fig. 4.
Thus we have the billiard map as follows. For (n− 1)
bounces along the circle, BD is obtained from (7), i.e.
sn−1 = s0 + 2(n− 1)θ0
θn−1 = θ0.
(A2)
Now from Fig. 4. we have γn = −pi + αn−1 +
θn−1 − φn+1 and using this and (A1), we obtain Bin :
(sn−1, θn−1) 7→ (sn, θn):
sn = R(2pi − (θn + θn−1 + sn−1) + pi,
θn = arccos
(− cos θn−1 − (1−R) cos(θn−1 + sn−1)
R
)
.
(A3)
Where subscript n denotes the n-th impact which is
on ∂DR, and (n−1)-th impact is on ∂D, as above. Like-
wise the map Bout from scatterer to circle is obtained by
reversing time, Bout : (sn, θn) 7→ (sn+1, θn+1):
sn+1 = θn + θn+1 − sn − pi
R
θn+1 = arccos
(
−R cos θn − (1−R) cos
(
θn − sn − pi
R
))
(A4)
Now for γb orbits (with θ0 = pi/n+), we need the par-
ticle to collide with ∂DR perpendicularly, which can be
achieved by choosing the initial position on the boundary
∂D to be s0 = −pi + pi/n + (1 − n) which corresponds
to θn−1 = θ0 = pi/n + , giving z0. It can be checked
(by implicit differentiation and calculating the Jacobian)
that the above maps satisfy the symplecticity condition,
if we convert to the coordinates (s, r) ≡ (s, cos θ).
Appendix B: Derivatives of R ◦Bn+1
Let us compute, by the chain rule, the partial deriva-
tives of R ◦ Bn+1 in coordinates (s, r), that we use
in Section IV B for computation of (21). We have
R ◦Bn+1(s0, r0) = (sn+2, rn+2).
To reduce typographical clutter, we write s =
sn+2, r = rn+2, θ = θn+2. We do not require chain
rule to compute ∂s∂s0 ,
∂2s
∂s20
and ∂
3s
∂s30
. The other derivatives
are:
∂s
∂r0
= − 1
sin θ0
∂s
∂θ0
;
∂2s
∂s0∂r0
= − 1
sin θ0
∂2s
∂s0∂θ0
(B1)
∂2s
∂r20
=
1
sin2 θ0
(
∂2s
∂θ20
− cos θ0
sin θ0
∂s
∂θ0
)
;
∂3s
∂s20∂r0
= − 1
sin θ0
∂3s
∂s20∂θ0
(B2)
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∂3s
∂r30
= −
(
1
sin3 θ0
+
3 cos2 θ0
sin5 θ0
)
∂s
∂θ0
+
3 cos θ0
sin4 θ0
∂2s
∂θ20
− 1
sin3 θ0
∂3s
∂θ30
;
∂3s
∂r20∂s0
=
1
sin2 θ0
(
∂3s
∂θ20∂s0
− cos θ0
sin θ0
∂2s0
∂s0∂θ0
)
(B3)
∂r
∂s0
= − sin θ0 ∂θ
∂s0
;
∂r
∂r0
=
sin θ
sin θ0
∂θ
∂θ0
(B4)
∂2r
∂s20
= − cos θ
(
∂θ
∂s0
)2
− sin θ∂
2θ
∂s20
;
∂2r
∂r20
= − cos θ
sin2 θ0
(
∂θ
∂θ0
)2
+
cos θ0 sin θ
sin3 θ0
∂θ
∂θ0
− sin θ
sin2 θ0
∂2θ
∂θ20
(B5)
∂2r
∂s0∂r0
=
cos θ
sin θ0
∂θ
∂s0
∂θ
∂θ0
+
sin θ
sin θ0
∂2θ
∂s0∂θ0
∂3r
∂s30
= sin θ
(
∂θ
∂s0
)3
− 3 cos θ ∂θ
∂s0
∂2θ
∂s20
− sin θ∂
3θ
∂s30
(B6)
∂3r
∂s20∂r0
=
sin θ
sin θ0
(
∂3θ
∂s20∂θ0
−
(
∂θ
∂s0
)2
∂θ
∂θ0
)
+
cos θ
sin θ0
(
∂2θ
∂s20
∂θ
∂θ0
+ 2
∂θ
∂s0
∂2θ
∂s0∂θ0
)
(B7)
∂3r
∂r20∂s0
=
− sin θ
sin2 θ0
(
∂3θ
∂θ20∂s0
−
(
∂θ
∂θ0
)2
∂θ
∂s0
)
+
cos θ0
sin3 θ0
(
sin θ
∂2θ
∂s0∂θ0
+ cos θ
∂θ
∂s0
∂θ
∂θ0
)
− cos θ
sin2 θ0
(
2
∂2θ
∂s0∂θ0
∂θ
∂θ0
+
∂θ
∂s0
∂2θ
∂θ20
)
(B8)
∂3r
∂r30
=
sin θ
sin3 θ0
(
−
(
∂θ
∂θ0
)3
+
∂3θ
∂θ30
)
− 3 cos θ0
sin4 θ0
(
cos θ
(
∂θ
∂θ0
)2
+ sin θ
∂2θ
∂θ20
)
+
3 cos θ
sin3 θ0
∂2θ
∂θ20
∂θ
∂θ0
+
sin θ
sin4 θ0
∂θ
∂θ0
(
sin θ0 +
3 cos2 θ0
sin θ0
)
(B9)
Appendix C: Auxiliary Lemma for Proposition III.2
Lemma C.1. The function f(x) = xpi arctan
(
2x sin2 pix
)
is strictly increasing on (1,∞), and limx→∞ f(x) = 2pi.
Proof. Let us show that f(x) is strictly increasing on
(1,∞). Let us define the auxiliary function
g(y) = (1 + y2) arctan y − y.
Since g(0) = 0 and g′(y) = 2y arctan y > 0 for y > 0,
g(y) is strictly increasing and positive on (0,∞). Let
y = 2x sin2
pi
x
, x > 1.
Then rewriting g, we have
(1 + 4x2 sin4
pi
x
) arctan(2x sin2
pi
x
)− 2x sin2 pi
x
> 0,
thus
(1+4x2 sin4
pi
x
) arctan(2x sin2
pi
x
)+2x sin2
pi
x
> 4x sin2
pi
x
> 4pi sin
pi
x
cos
pi
x
(C1)
Now observe that
f ′(x) =
arctan(2x sin2 pix )
pi
+
2x sin2 pix − 4pi sin pix cos pix
pi(1 + 4x2 sin4 pix )
> 0
by the above. Hence f(x) is strictly increasing on (1,∞).
Since arctanx < x and sinx < x for x > 0, we have
that f(x) is bounded above by 2pi and limx→∞ f(x) =
2pi.
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